an appliance that
replaces all the
bottled water you
could ever drink

clean

simple

smart

It's all about clean drinking water.
ION transforms ordinary tap water with
CarbonPlus™, the latest filtration technology
that reduces chlorine, taste, odor, lead,
cyst, and more. Bad news for contaminants.
Good news for you.

Just press a button and enjoy an endless
supply of cold, hot or sparkling water.

Using advanced technology ION
continuously monitors water temperatures
and filter life for maximum performance.

After filtering, the exclusive InstaChill
system instantly chills and dispenses your
water. And ION’s design ensures your
water stays fresh, not stale from a bottle
or reservoir.
™

The CarbonPlus™ filter can produce enough
water to replace 8,000 16 oz. bottles.
And changing the filter is simple. Twist to
remove in seconds, without any tools…
even without turning off the water supply.
Say goodbye to costly UV bulbs in old-fashioned
reservoir coolers. With ION, there's just a few
ounces of water from the filter to the faucet, in a
pressurized, sealed system.
Freshly filtered, instantly chilled ...

Only from ION.

Every ION is equipped with the
energy-saving SleepMode™ and even
safety features, such as ChildLock™.
Clean. Simple. Smart. ION gives you
an endless source of pure refreshment.

InstaChill™
Don't let ION’s compact size deceive you. ION delivers more
cold water capacity than any other cooler – large or small.
InstaChill gets its incredible cooling capacity from a unique
"ice bank" system. Dispense a 7 ounce glass of water every
30 seconds... for an hour... and ION makes sure its 42° F
or colder. No other cooler even comes close.

EZChange™
Changing the CarbonPlus filter is a breeze.
Twist to remove in just seconds, without
any tools ... even without turning off the
water supply.

Models

901

902

903

904

905

13" x 17" x 16.1"
332 x 432 x 410
36 lbs. (16 kg)
120 VAC
8 GPH

13" x 17" x 16.1"
332 x 432 x 410
38 lbs. (17 kg)
120 VAC
8 GPH
2 GPH

13" x 17" x 16.1"
332 x 432 x 410
37 lbs. (17 kg)
120 VAC
8 GPH

13" x 17" x 16.1"
332 x 432 x 410
40 lbs. (18 kg)
120 VAC
8 GPH
2 GPH

13" x 17" x 16.1"
332 x 432 x 410
39 lbs. (18 kg)
120 VAC
8 GPH
2GPH

Cold
Hot
Sparkling
Ambient
Dimensions (W x D x H)
(cm)

Net Weight
Electrical Supply
Cold Water Capacity
Hot Water Capacity
Azul

All models available in 120 VAC and 230 VAC 50/60 hz
Cold Water Capacity based on 70°F inlet water and 41°F outlet, 8 ounce draw/minute. Hot Water Capacity based on 70°F inlet water and 185°F outlet , 6 ounce draw/minute

Standard Features

Titanium

InstaChill™
CarbonPlus™
SaniTouch™
PureAlert™
LeakPrevent™
ChildLock™
SleepMode™
Removable Drip Tray
Removable Faucet

Every glass instantly chilled and dispensed
1 Micron Carbon Block Filtration system
Keeps hands away from faucet
Filter Monitor
Prevents internal leakage with inlet valve
Requires hidden button to dispense water; user-settable
Saves energy when room is dark
Easy to clean and dishwasher safe
Easy to clean and dishwasher safe

One CarbonPlus™
filters the equivalent
of 8,000
16 oz. water bottles
Another innovative product by

www.naturalchoicewater.com

Accessories

Charcoal

Base Cabinet
CO2 Tank 5 lb.
CO2 Tank 10 lb.
CO2 Regulator Assembly
LeakGuard™

With Cup Dispenser
Carbonates 55 gallons of water (210 liters)
Carbonates 110 gallons of water (420 liters)
Attaches directly to standard CO2 Tanks; preset to 80psi (6 bar)
Sounds audio alarm in event of internal leak
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